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Abstract—In this fast and furious time, people don’t want to invest their time in processing. They just want to give an
input and take an output immediately. This project is actually an application that we are developing which enables
implementation of OMR using an ordinary scanner. It provides tools to the user to design an OMR sheet based on the
layout they want. The design of the sheet will be stored as image file format (JPEG). The user can take as many print outs
as required, distribute it among others from whom information is desired, and get the filled sheets scanned. The scanned
image files will then be provided as input to the software, processing will be done, value of filled fields will be extracted
and then the data will be manipulated as instructed by the user. The implementation is done using Java. We are using Net
beans IDE so as to easily manage the graphical layout and all the resources. For the GUI java was chosen mainly because
of its platform independence and lightweight of the components in java swing.
KeywordsI. INTRODUCTION
Optical Mark Reader (OMR), also called “mark sensing”, is a method of scanning technology in which data is input via
marks made in predefined positions on a form and entering data into a computer system. Therefore, OMR is best for handling
discrete data, where values fall into a limited number of values. For examples, gender, occupation, religion, etc.
OMR is a technology that detects the absence or presence of a mark, but not the shape of the mark. OMR software interprets
the output from the scanner, and translates it into the desired ASCII output. Forms are scanned through an OMR scanner. The
forms contain small circles, referred to as bubbles, or boxes that are filled in by the respondent. Optical Mark Reader (OMR)
reads marks written by pencil or ballpoint pen in the pre-defined positions on the questionnaire sheet. The OMR can judge
the existence of written marks by recognizing their depth (darkness) on the sheet.
The simple model of thinking was applied, this work was intended to develop through three phases: (1) Input, (2) Process and
(3) Output. First phase, there is only a module for covering the key objective of this phase that is an arrangement file system
in searching and selecting the desired working folder and a file assigned to be the key answer sheet. Secondly, Process phase
consists of two modules: recognizing and analysis. Recognizing module is the critical of whole program carrying the
procedure that translates the image files to the digital data. The last Phase, called Output, responses in facilitating the end
user to provide the necessary report. This is the simplest phase that follows the principle of data structure process.
A mark is response position on the questionnaire that is filled by survey collectors or respondents. If the position is filled
(marked) then the scanner will registers significantly less light than the surrounding questionnaire. In order to be detected by
a scanner, a mark has to be positioned correctly on the questionnaire and be significantly darker than surrounding of the
questionnaire. Since most scanners use infrared light, an acceptable mark should be dark enough to absorb a high proportion
of infrared light contrasted to questionnaire.




II. OBJECTIVE
Our main objective is reduce cost of implementation of OMR technology, cost of sheets is around 0.25
To make our application available on a wide range of scanners. Any ordinary scanner will work with our application
The application can work on damaged sheets only up to a certain level. Damage may be due to inclusion of stains in
the sheet or wetting of sheets or degradation due to use of improper scanner.


III. DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING
An image may be defined as a two-dimensional function, f(x,y), where x and y are spatial (plane) coordinates, and the
amplitude f at any pair of coordinates (x,y) is called the intensity or gray level of the image at that point. When x, y and the
intensity values are all finite, discrete quantities, we call the image a digital image, and digital image processing refers to
processing digital images by means of a digital computer.
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The smallest element of an image is called a pixel.
There are different types of images used for digital image processing. They are:
A. GRAYSCALE IMAGE
This type of image uses 1 byte per pixel, and each pixel intensity ranges from 0-255.
B. COLOR IMAGE
It uses 3 bytes per pixel, as it has three components Red, Green and Blue. The intensity range of each component is also 0255.
C. BINARY IMAGE
It uses only 1 bit per pixel. The pixel value is either 0 (for black pixel) or 1 (for white pixel).
IV. TECHNOLOGY
A. REQUIREMENTS
Programming Language: Java
Extra software: Netbeans IDE
Hardware: Simple scanner, printer
Here is a screenshot of our application

Figure 1
B. ALGORITHMS
The layout of OMR sheet to be used is as shown in figure 2:
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Figure 2
1) Finding corner points of bounding box: To find the corner points we need to design algorithm for those cases when
the sheet is not being kept straight during scanning, due to human error. In those cases rotation up to 11 degree is
acceptable.
Now for finding the corner points we first need to know whether our sheet was rotated towards the right, or towards
left, or not rotated at all. For this a random point from the top is taken, and traversed downwards till a black pixel is
encountered. From that point traversal is done towards the left. If there are maximum black pixels, it means that the
sheet is rotated towards the right; otherwise it is towards the left.
Using the appropriate algorithm the corner points can be found.
The algorithm for finding the appropriate points in case the image is tilted towards the left is:
img: Image to be analyzed
w: Width of image
h: Height of image
ratio: Minimum limit for number of black pixels
blackCount: Number of black pixels
findPoints(): Finds the corner points.
leftUp():Finds upper left corner point.
rightUp(): Finds upper right corner points.
leftDown(): Finds down left corner point.
rightDown(): Finds down right corner point.
findPoints()
1. ratio= 0.8*w;
2. blackCount=0;
3. leftUp();
4. rightUp();
5. leftDown();
6. rightDown();
leftUp()
1. for i =2 to h/4 do
2.
for j=2 to w/4 do
3.
if( img[j][i] is BLACK && img[j-1][i] is WHITE then
4.
while j<w do
5.
if img[j+1][i] is BLACK then blackCount++
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6.
else if img[j+1][i] is WHITE then count number of consecutive white pixels and store in
whiteCount
7.
if( whiteCount > 5) then
8.
i=i-1; /*Jump 1 pixel upwards to restrict control to move along the boundary(Refer figure
3) */
9.
end while
10.
end if
11.
if( blackCount > ratio)
12.
print i,j;
13.
return;
14.
else
15.
continue;
16.
end for
17. end for

Figure 3
In the similar manner other points can be found
2) Checking orientation: Once the corner points of the bounding box are found, the exact angle of rotation needs to be
calculated. For this, 2 corner points at the top need to be taken. Refer figure 4 for two types of rotation possible
Let (x1,y1) be co-ordinates of top left corner, and (x2,y2) be co-ordinates of top right corner.

Figure 4
Angle „a‟ needs to be found for finding the rotation
So, tan a = Perpendicular/ Base
tan a= (y2-y1)/(x2-x1)
a = tan -1 (y2-y1)/(x2-x1)
After finding the angle we can then rotate the image to make it straight.
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3) Reading the fields: While the OMR sheet was being designed by the user previously, the co-ordinates of the fields
were being stored with other attributes, like horizontal and vertical space between circles, number of characters, type
of field, radius of circles, etc.
A rough estimate of value of each attribute in the scanned image can be easily taken.
For example, let‟s assume we need to find the starting x co-ordinate of an attribute in the scanned image.
Then, X = (W/w) * x,
where, X is x co-ordinate of scanned image needed to be estimated
, x is x co-ordinate of the original sheet designed by the user
, w is width of the original sheet
, W is width of the scanned image
Using these attributes starting point and ending points of each circle can be found. Then the task of finding whether it
is bubbled or not is quite easy. Inside these bounds the number of black pixels are counted.
Let number of black pixels be b, and radius of the circle be r.
If b > 0.9 * πr2 , then the bubble was filled, otherwise it wasn‟t.
V. RESULTS
By using the algorithms above we found our results to be nearly accurate. It was successful in reading the fields. However it
won‟t work when the image is significantly damaged.
VI. CONCLUSION
Previous analysis presented earlier shows clearly the advantages of using automated OMR procedures instead of manual. The
main advantage of the presented software is the ability to work with every single scanner of the market, needing no extra
drivers whatsoever.
The program is also small and compact, easily fitting in a diskette. No special equipment is needed thus retaining a very low
cost. The forms themselves need no special printing (IR dedicated OMR scanners need red ink forms), and they can be
printed in every printer and photocopied in large quantities. Finally the algorithms can work and manage the pivot driving
areas by themselves, freeing the user from the tedious and error prone task of manually marking these points.
It must be noted that most commercially available programs depend on user intervention for the pivot marking
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